Shedding light on helical microtubules: real-time observations of microtubule self-assembly by light microscopy.
Helical tubules are a fascinating and an intriguing class of self-assemblies. They occur frequently in biology and are believed to be intermediates in formation of gallstones. The pathway by which amphiphiles transform from an initial state of vesicles or micelles into such tubules has puzzled soft matter physicists, and it has raised important questions about the interplay between molecular chirality and self-assembly. Here, for the first time, we demonstrate direct, real-time observations by light microscopy of the pathway to helical microtubules from an initial solution of nanoscale vesicles. The tubules are formed in aqueous mixtures of the single-tailed diacetylenic surfactant, 10,12-pentacosadiynoic acid (PCDA), and a short-chain alcohol. The stepwise process involves nucleation of thin helical microribbons from the vesicle solution. These ribbons then thicken, rearrange, and fold into closed tubules. Subsequently, most tubules further rearrange into plate-like structures, and once again, we are able to visualize this process in real time. A notable aspect of the above system is that the precursors are achiral; yet, the tubules are formed from helical ribbons. Our study provides new insights into tubule formation that will be valuable in clarifying and refining theoretical models for these fascinating structures.